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POETRY

MY HUSBAND’S SLEEP
Lauren Berry

My husband’s sleep is heavy as the rusted trucks that moan
when the city pulls them off the beach after a storm. 

It comes fast as the flash floods that wash glamor from our streets, turn
the public library to a swamp of spines and stories, a wrecked terrarium

where the books suffer an alphanumeric blur in their covers. I study 
my husband as he breathes one deep sigh and drifts off. He is 

lavender water receding from the shore of my day; my thirst
burns for this man alone. My husband’s sleep is as still as 

the black-market bourbon he keeps in glinting glass bottles 
at the bottom of my burnt-orange pie safe, the devil’s cut 

with a flat surface, dark and meditative. Every spirit holds back
a hallelujah, its breath all night as my husband sleeps. 

In the light of my lamp, the angles of my husband’s face are sharp 
as bloodless knives, a collection kept for some future purpose
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like protecting a woman in a hurricane named after her, guarding 
a country inside her. In this darkness, his street-light silhouette 

echoes the Sarasota father who loved him best with a closed fist 
against his head when he refused to bathe as a child. 

In my husband’s sleep is the fear of drowning. In my husband’s sleep  
is the leather of a lawyer’s wallet. The font on his first marriage license. 

The rules in this house’s deed restriction. The scent of nutmeg
at Christmas, musk on New Year’s Eve. After midnight in his sleep, 

his annotated Bible opens to the proverbs he wishes he could memorize 
as easily as our rose bush memorizes its thorns. In his sleep, he aches

with impatience like a tied-down horse. Twitching behind his eyelids 
are the nurses he might have loved but didn’t, squalls broken 

on another coast. I’ve never seen a man as beautiful as he is. I am 
a seawall drowned by this husband; from a fixed point, I watch his storm.


